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Mission Statement
The Collins Community celebrates the exploration of learning by challenging its members to be life-long learners of unlimited potential.

 

Vision
COLLINS ELEMENTARY

GUIDELINES FOR SUCCESS-GUIA PARA EL EXITO

 

Care for others                           Piensa en los demás
Have positive relationships           Ofrece buenas relaciones
Act responsibly                           Demuestra responsabilidad

Respect others                            Es respetuoso
Take initiative                             Resueltamente toma la iniciativa
Strive for success                       y lucha por alcanzar el éxito

A COLLINS EXPLORER CHARTS THE BEST COURSE
FOR SUCCESS!

UN EXPLORADOR DE COLLINS TIENE EL PODER DE NAVEGAR EL
MEJOR CURSO HACIA EL EXITO.

 

Value Statement
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Statement of Beliefs

MEANINGFUL RELATIONSHIPS / MEANINGFUL WORK
The most important relationship in a school is the relationship of the student and the teacher. This positive and nurturing relationship creates the opportunity
for productive, cooperative and successful students and will be centered on acceptance, tolerance, and continual encouragement. The relationships of the

home and community with the school and its staff will be characterized by open communication and respect for individual differences.
RESPONSIBILITY

To create a community of responsible learners, good citizens, and positive role models, Collins Community members will accept the consequences for both
positive and negative actions. Collins Community members will problem-solve solutions which are necessitated by their actions without creating additional

hardship or interruption for others.
RESPECT

The Collins Community recognizes that respect is the acceptance and acknowledgment of the diverse culture and the diverse beliefs of others. As member of
our community, we will
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Comprehensive Needs Assessment

Demographics

Demographics Summary

Of the 30 largest school districts in the State of Texas with over 47,000 students in Alief Independent School District, Collins Elementary
proudly had an enrollment of 1,047 students (2017 Accountability Summary) from PK-5 Grades. They have students from PK-5th grade and is
an open enrollment campus. Out of the total student population, 93.4% were Economically Disadvantaged and 87.3% were English Language
Learners, 5.8% were served by Special Education and the mobility rate was 20.1%.

Being one of the largest Alief campuses with a Limited English Proficient (LEP) population, Collins has 911 LEP students: 385 in the Bilingual
Program (PreK-4), 385 in the English as a Second Language (ESL) Program (PreK-5), 130 in the Dual Language Program (KN-4) and 195
Refugees. Additionally, Alief has 10.6% African American, 58.0% Hispanic, 1.6% White, 0.8% American Indian, 28.7% Asian, 0.1% Pacific
Islander, and 0.3% of Two or More Races students. Alief implements the Early Exit Model and once a LEP student meets specific exit criteria
then they are monitored for two years.

At Collins, new staff members are given a mentor or buddy and attend the Collins U meeting each month. Collins U covers topics that are
specific to our campus. Their mentors attend the meetings to clarify any misconceptions and answer questions. The staff members that are not
new to teaching, but new to Collins receive a buddy. The buddy checks-in with the teacher to provide assistance as needed. The new teachers
receive observations from their mentors, content specialists and administrator. After the observations, the teacher is given feedback and an
opportunity to work on areas of concern. Teachers are also provided professional development opportunities on and off campus that’s specific
to their needs.

At Collins 98.8 % teachers are certified, 8.2% are beginning teachers, 30.1% have 1-5 years of experience, 30.0% have 6-10 years’
experience, 27.6% have 11-20 years’ experience and 4.1 have over 20 years of experience. Additionally, 31.4% are African American, 42.1%
are Hispanic, 20.6% are white, and 5.9% are Asian.

Demographics Strengths

Collins boasts a wide variety of languages spoken, such as Spanish, Burmese, Chinese, Vietnamese, Kereni, Urdu, Arabic and Ibo/Igbo.
Strengths and supports in place for our students include: teachers trained in SIOP Components, students receiving intervention services with
our campus Interventionists, Special Education and GT services, Language Lab for 3rd-5th grade students, and additional services by our
Content Specialists. Collins has excellent Special Education programs to meet the needs of our students. 11 are in Life Skills; 41 have Speech
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and other impairments while 19 of the 41 are Speech-Only; 14 students are in the Reach ll/lll program; and 22 students are in General
Education with support. Collins also offers the Gifted and Talented Program for students identified as GT. Students are tested in the Fall and
Spring, Kindergarten students are tested in December. A GT certified teacher provides services 3 days per week, 27 hours during each of the
9 Week Grading Period.

Problem Statements Identifying Demographics Needs

Problem Statement 1: Collins Elementary’s student enrollment decreased from 1,103 (2016) to 1,047 (2017). Root Cause: A root cause may be that there
are several apartments near the school that contribute to families moving in and out of the school zone.
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Student Academic Achievement

Student Academic Achievement Summary

For the 2018 Accountability Summary, Collins Elementary did not meet targets on two out of the three indexes to earn the “Met Standards”
Accountability Rating. In Index 1 Student Achievement, the Target Score is 60 and Collins scored 56. In Index 2 Student Progress, the Target
Score is 60 and Collins scored 59. In Index 3 Closing Performance Gap, the Target Score is 60 and Collins scored 61. Due to being impacted
by Harvey Collins did not receive a rating.

In regards to 2018 STAAR Performance in all subjects, 55% of all students met the Approaches level or above, 28% met the Meet level or
above an 11% met the Master level. Out of the 55% of all students 53% belong to the Hispanic sub-population that met Approaches or above
level, 59% African American met Approaches or above level  63% Asian met Approaches or above level. Two or More races, 44% Special ED,
38% Economically Disadvantaged and 55% ELL met Approaches or above level.

Student Academic Achievement Strengths

At Collins, we go above and beyond to support our students by providing tutorials before and after school, as well as targeted After School
tutorials. All students work on BrainPop Esl and used iStation and IReady to help target interventions. Struggling students receive extra
support from interventionists during the day as well as meeting with the teacher. To provide student growth on the writing STAAR test the
campus continue to  implement ‘Writing across the Curriculum” for Kindergarten through 5th grade in all content areas including reading,
writing, math, science and social studies. In addition to that, all grade levels will provide days of intensive grammar instruction and  days
focusing on the writing process.

Additionally, Collins continued the “Write from the Beginning and Beyond” a developmental writing program for Kindergarten through 5th Grade
focusing on those criteria necessary for successful writing achievement beyond the elementary years. The program includes both narrative
and expository writing. The result effect is a common, targeted focus and school-wide accountability which creates and expectation of high
students writing achievement in state and local writing assessments.

Students and teachers in grades K-5 continued to use the Math in Focus program. Through the program, students were evaluated at the end
of each chapter and the scores were made available through DMAC to teachers and administrators. Teachers and interventionist used the
information from DMAC to guide instruction and create small groups. In addition to analyzing data from chapter tests, students had two DCA
tests that provided information to create reteaching groups. Interventionists assisted the teachers working with students in the classrooms.
Students and teachers have access to on-line math resources. (Think Central Math/Math Stories) which can be used for student interaction/
tutorials, as teacher resource to help students who need to be challenged, or to help those who have learning gaps.
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Teachers provide Science instruction every day for 45 minutes in grades K-4 and at least 40 minutes in 5th grade. An additional 45 minutes of
Science instruction occur during Block Time once every 7 days for K-5, biweekly planning sessions with science specialist to target grade level
TEKS that require improvement, increased focus on vertical alignment between 4th and 5th grade, adherence and fidelity to 5E Model of
teaching in planning and teaching science concepts, and increase use of formative assessment in the science classrooms.

In Social Studies, teachers utilize multiple resources, such as Pearson’s My World Adoption, as well as other on-line resources. Teachers use
the Alief ISD pacing guide, which follows the TEKS that give many thorough lesson plans, examples of thinking maps, and links to
corresponding videos (Discovery Education). Third and Fifth grade students will be given the Social Studies DCA assessment in December
and May to track progress. Each grade level has its own Social Studies lead teacher that plans and helps to facilitate professional learning
communities.

Strengths and supports in place for our ESL population include: Students receiving interventions through our ELD and ELL interventionists,
Teachers attended training on the following SIOP components: Lesson Preparation, Lesson Delivery, and Interactions strategies. Teachers
are trained on the ELPS/TELPAS connection. Teachers were also trained on how to use the ELPS and PLD’s to assess TELPAS in the Spring
semester. Teachers receive professional development on PLD’s by all four domains: listening, speaking, reading and writing. Detailed LEP
roster were provided for each teacher with historical data (TELPAS score by domain, Years in Us, LEP Status, etc.). ESL leads explain how to
read and utilize roster to provide quality instruction. Teachers target instruction with linguistic accommodations. Language Lab was provided
for students in grades 3-5 that are still identified as beginners and intermediate. The resources utilized for Language Lab was Avenues and the
Social Studies Curriculum. Imagine Learning rotations were provided for targeted students. Teachers incorporated Interactive Word Walls for
grades 2-5. TELPAS required trainings for staff administering the TELPAS. ESL leads conducted the Mock TELPAS for Reading and Writing.
In all content areas throughout each day, teachers focus on all language domains to increase the overall English language proficiency of all
ELLs.

Problem Statements Identifying Student Academic Achievement Needs

Problem Statement 1: The 2018 Accountability Summary for Collins Elementary indicates “No Distinction Earned” under each of the seven Distinction
Designation categories because it was directly affected by Hurricane Harvey and did not receive an overall rating. Root Cause: A Root Cause may be the
missed days of school due to Harvey and that 93.4% of Collins students are economically disadvantaged and 85% are English Language Learners.
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School Processes & Programs

School Processes & Programs Summary

Staff members new to Collins Elementary and Alief ISD are required to participate in Alief U for three consecutive years.  Each year requires
staff to obtain 35 hours of professional development. In addition to Alief U, Collins Elementary also has a staff development plan new teachers
must follow called, Collins U.  The purpose of Collins U is to provide new staff to the campus with Peer Coaching/Mentoring, support with
instructional practices, observations, and other areas of development deemed necessary by the campus. Participants in Collins U meet on a
monthly basis. 

Collins Elementary also provides campus based professional development sessions conducted by the Content Spec lists.  The morning
professional development sessions are geared to target specific areas of need at Collins Elementary.  Morning sessions are held several times
per semester.

To recognize the dedication of staff, Collins Elementary has the 100% club.  The purpose of this incentive is to celebrate staff attendance,
which supports campus morale.  Staff members are recognized each month and receive a special incentive.

All teachers at Collins Elementary are certified by the State of Texas. Staff members are trained in the areas of focus for the campus, which
include Sheltered Instruction (SIOP) and Write from the Beginning.

School Processes & Programs Strengths

Collins Elementary has strength in the area of staff recruitment and retention.  Overall, the staff remained the same, however three
professional staff members left the campus.  There is also strong staff participation in school wide events.  The last several school years,
Collins has seen highly trained and qualified staff, promoted both within the campus and district.   Collins Elementary is also able to retain and
hire student teachers that come to complete their university coursework.

Problem Statements Identifying School Processes & Programs Needs

Problem Statement 1: Three professional staff members left Collins Elementary following the 2017-2018 school year.  Root Cause: The perception of the
profession did not match the reality of Collins Elementary.
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Perceptions

Perceptions Summary

At Collins Elementary, we strive to build meaningful, healthy relationships with all students.  This is accomplished by a number of behavior
supports such as Restorative Behavior practices that motivate students to make the right choices and help our students handle stress and
conflicts in a positive manner.  Various strategies and initiatives are in place to promote a positive school culture.  Extracurricular activities for
students and family events throughout the year are offered to foster increased family engagement.

According to our K12 Insights School Climate surveys, Collins is perceived rather favorably in most areas by staff, students, and parents. One
area of glow from the climate survey for staff was that 66% of the staff has high academic learning standards are set for all students in the
school. Furthermore, 73 % of the staff agrees that there is a teacher, counselor, or other staff member at school to whom a student can go for
help with a school problem. They support students at school and the perception of the principal is both highly rated by all stake holders.

Staff mentoring: At Collins for new teachers, we have Collins U that enables new teachers to become accustomed to Collins. During the year
they meet every month to discuss various topics. Furthermore, new teachers are partnered with a veteran teacher who helps them along the
year.

Collins has a strong partnership with parents through numerous events such as Parent/Teacher/Conferences, Book Fairs, Awards
Assemblies, Grade Level Music Programs, VIPS Appreciation Parent Volunteer Day, Parent Resource Room, Volunteer Opportunities, Fall
Festival, Family Library Nights, Meet the Teacher Night, Open House, Academic Night, Moms and Muffins, Dads and Donuts, Rodeo Day and
the Family Engagement Center.  Communications from school to home are written in two languages, English and Spanish and occasionally in
Burmese.  Family activities are offered at a variety of times throughout the school year in an effort to meet the needs of all of our families. 
Families are often times provided refreshments and given the opportunity to win door prizes as ways to encourage attendance.  The school
also makes an effort to provide activities that are relevant and engaging for all.  Families are notified of activities and events by flyers, weekly
newsletters, school marquee, school website and the automated call out system.  Coordination, technical assistance and support for family
involvement are provided by the campus administration, family liaison, community in schools specialist and the school counselors.  At Meet
the Teacher Night, parents, families and students have the opportunity to meet school personnel and have time to see the campus and visit
with other Collins families.  During Academic Night, families have the opportunity to interact with students and classroom teachers in learning
about the objectives being taught daily in a fun and interactive environment.  Parents are also provided with resources to use to reinforce skills
and content at home.  At Parent/Teacher Conferences, parents/guardians have the opportunity to meet with the classroom teacher and
discuss progress of the child, ways the parents can help the child at home and learn valuable ways they can become more involved in their
child’s educations.  At the Open House, families have the opportunity to see what work their children are completing in school and discover
ways they can help their child be successful at school.  In addition, family will have the opportunity to celebrate with their child by attending
Award’s Ceremonies, PK and grade level Rodeos, promotional ceremonies for Pre-K and 4th/5th grade and musical performances.
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Perceptions Strengths

Our campus' Above and Beyond Committee along with our Administrators meet regularly to review school culture and climate, conduct
surveys, and implement any necessary routines, procedures, or policies to promote a positive school culture and climate.  Several strategies
and initiatives are in place to address and influence student behaviors.  These strategies include:  a focus on the 7 Habits of Highly Effective
People during morning announcements and throughout the day; Student Leader of the Week; Oscar the Bully presentation; Red Ribbon Week
in October; increased GT awareness; and identification of services provided for at-risk students by Communities in Schools.  Collins
Elementary offers a mentor program that enlists volunteers from a local business partner to come into our campus to mentor students.

More focus is placed on modifying unwanted behavior and replacing it with wanted behavior by introducing behavior lessons while students
are in SAC, modifying behavior with Restorative Discipline, and providing hands on tools to help our students handle stress and manage their
feelings appropriately.  In addition, we are implementing many incentives to motivate students to make the right choices.  For example,
students may have behavior contracts, are held accountable for their choices, and are rewarded for positive behavior with a behavior
celebration.  Sixty-two behavior incidents were reported last year, which is a decrease of 32% from the previous year.  Approximately half (33)
of the incidents were for physical aggression.  In addition, all staff is trained in the CHAMPS program and it is in place and implemented
across the campus.

Our campus measures parent participation rates by using sign-in sheets--participants are imputed in ESP by child. From there a total is
generated for the whole school yearly.  Our family engagement score card data lead us in the 89 percentile giving us an EOY (16-17) score of
Exemplary.

Collins has two school counselors on our campus that consults with employers, business leaders, philanthropic organizations/individuals with
expertise in engaging parents and family members in education. They organize and schedule guest speakers for presentations such as, Oscar
the Bully, Aims for Success and Empowered to Defend.

Collins offers a variety of extracurricular activities that serve as mentoring opportunities to aid students with conflict resolution, including:  GAP,
which provides lessons in topics such as how to handle peer pressure, self-esteem, and choosing friends; Young Men in Action, with a goal of
promoting youth organizing, empowerment, and authentic leadership; and Collins Cheerleaders, where students learn to work together as a
team.  Various events are offered throughout the year to promote family and community involvement.  Our campus is proud of the dynamic
home-school partnership provided and frequently seeks opportunities to increase involvement for parents in their child’s educational
experience.

Problem Statements Identifying Perceptions Needs

Problem Statement 1: Parents and families may be hesitant to attend or participate in school events held throughout the year. Root Cause: A root cause
may be that approximately 87% of our student population is English Language Learners with parents and family members limited in English.
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